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What if you created your customized
commercial management ?

Present in the evolution and the mutation of the multi-field food supply
chain for more than 30 years, INFOLOGIC edits and integrates a
complete and accessible ERP solution.
COPILOTE has become essential to several industrial or trade companies,
willing to develop and make their activity more dynamic.
Creativity, innovative teams and technologies anticipation guarantee
the sustainability and the support of your project. 450 sites, from the SME
to big corporations, already manage their activity with COPILOTE.
The commercial management offer is divided on three levels :
Acquisitions
Sales
Sale points management
Beyond these main modules, the commercial management offer
adjusts to your company and activity through different sub-modules,
such as the budgets rebates, the litigations... for the main purpose of
optimizing your management. All the statistics and dashboards are
cross-notions also taken into account within this offer.
If you are a food supply chain trader, COPILOTE commercial
management suits you also.
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Acquisitions

Acquisitions
In order to manage your suppliers, materials, rates, orders, contracts...
Choose COPILOTE Acquisitions module.
Ultimately, have the suppliers information at your disposal.
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Buy at the best price a known and permanent quantity
Master the delivery lead times for avoiding shortages and requirements in production
and simplify your acquisitions processing by mastering the procurement ﬂows
Set up controls and quotations of your suppliers, for evaluating and recovering the
previous contract
Optimize your receipts with preset quality controls : quality, quantity, batch size,
substitution, identification error, products origin…
Make use of additional features based on your requirements : litigations, import,
budgets rebates, D.E.G management…

Sales

Sales
In order to optimize your orders, sales ﬂow, commercial transactions,
products pricing, customer contracts, billing... Choose COPILOTE Sales
module.

Ultimately, have the customers information at your disposal.
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Manage all the customers information, items and rates for mastering your order
entry in telesales, via EDI, remotely
Provide a complete telesales tracking : calls schedule, contracts, estimates, price
offers…
Take into account the operations of your partners : commercial transactions, NPT,
trade promotions…
Optimize your storage and transportation costs
Make use of additional features : litigations, export sales, sale forecasts, budgets
rebates, statistics...

Sale points management

Sale points management
In order to pilot your own distribution network and directly manage your
cash inﬂows, choose the COPILOTE sale points management.
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Access, in real time, your charge accounts, items, stocks derived from COPILOTE, in
order to perform all your cash inﬂows
Easily carry out the restocking of your stores
Carry out all the cash transactions : opening, adding or removing cash, multiple
settlements, change fund, end-of-day document edition…
Manage your customers’ loyalty and promotions
Make use of readable statistics, in real time on the cash inﬂow amount outstanding…

Trade

Trade
In order to optimize your acquisitions and resale cycles, choose COPILOTE,
the dedicated solution to your trade management.
No matter your organization mode, COPILOTE allows to pilot the
merchandise acquisition and storage and master the cost prices of sold
products.
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Buy and sell fast at the best price
Manage your acquisitions and stocks by improving your service rate at the same
time
Optimize your ﬂows from the order entry to billing
Get all the visibility on your margins
Create and track your promotions, your commercial transactions…
Make use of additional features : import, export, budgets rebates, contracts,
litigations…
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